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Turn Risk into Reward

Over the past decade, changes across the global financial 
system have created a growing demand for professionals 
who can define, assess and manage risk. The Rotman Master 
of Financial Risk Management (MFRM) is a focused degree 
designed for quantitatively-strong students eager to hone their 
skills in this exciting field.

As one of the top finance schools in the world, the Rotman 
School is well-positioned to accelerate your career in financial 
services and risk management. The School is located on the 
downtown campus of the University of Toronto, just blocks 
away from Canada’s financial and commercial centre. The 
faculty at Rotman includes both prominent academics and 
industry executives, and the MFRM program benefits from the 
guidance of a high-powered advisory board, consisting of 
top professionals in the field. For our students, this translates 
into cutting-edge knowledge combined with extraordinary 
networking opportunities and access to top global recruiters.

A bridge between your academic and professional life, the 
MFRM program teaches you how to apply theoretical knowledge 
to different financial situations in a range of business settings. 
Through an industry placement on a real-world business challenge, 
speaker series, career workshops and company information 
sessions, this highly experiential program will give you the 
practical skills you need to be career-ready in just eight months.

The Rotman School of Management is a diverse and inclusive 
community of students, faculty and staff that is committed to 
excellence, integrity, collaboration and respect. 

Turn risk into reward, and accelerate your career with the MFRM.

Tiff Macklem
Dean, Rotman School of Management

Welcome
To Rotman

“This program produces the 
specialized talent that the  
finance industry demands.”

Richard Nesbitt, CEO of Global Risk Institute for Financial 
Services and former Chief Operating Officer of CIBC
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Rotman 
Advantage
As Canada’s top business school, located in the heart 
of the country’s financial centre, Rotman offers wide-
ranging opportunities to hone your expertise in trading 
and risk management.

BMO Financial Group  
Finance Research and Trading Lab
Research in real time. This state-of-the-art 
facility allows you to hone your skills as a 
trader and analyst by giving you access 
to information on the global markets. 
Equipped with 71 dual flat-panel stations, 
the Lab offers a growing stack of custom-
designed applications for simulation-based 
research and learning.

Events and the Global Risk Institute  
(GRI) Speaker Series
Meet experts in their field. Hosted in partnership 
with the GRI, senior professionals from banks, 
regulatory bodies, pension funds and other 
financial organizations join MFRM students for 
speaker events throughout the program.

Self-Development Lab
Sessions in small groups help to develop  
your communication, interactive and 
interpersonal skills. The feedback-based 
learning style helps you to improve your skills 
immediately and complements your theoretical 
learning in the classroom.

Risk Management Project 
The applied Risk Management Project 
is a chance for students to tackle real 
risk issues that are relevant and of 
interest to financial institutions. During 
a two-month period, project placements 
take students out of the classroom and 
into industry, allowing them to work in-
house with practicing risk management 
professionals. These projects occur 
halfway through the program. At the 
end of the project, students present their 
findings to fellow students, faculty and 
industry sponsors.

Rotman International Trading 
Competition
Gain a competitive edge. Held each 
year at the BMO Financial Group 
Finance Research and Trading Lab, 
this three-day tournament is the 
largest of its kind, bringing together 
more than 50 teams from universities 
around the world.

Toronto: Centre of the Action
The Rotman School is located in downtown Toronto,  
just blocks from the second largest financial centre in 
North America, making it easy for you to transition 
between work and your studies. The School takes full 
advantage of its strategic location by drawing on a 
rich pool of business and industry leaders as teachers, 
mentors and speakers.

University of Toronto
Enjoy a full-campus experience at the historic St. George 
campus of the University of Toronto. 

Established in 1827, U of T is recognized worldwide as 
Canada’s pre-eminent research university — a reputation 
that adds tremendous value to your Rotman MFRM. 

Case Competitions
Showcase your talent to top industry experts and impress potential employers.  
Each year, many Rotman students travel to case competitions around the world, 
applying their skills and knowledge to real-world corporations.
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Fast Track into 
Risk Management
Our graduates combine a mastery of risk, regulation and 
financial theory with an ability to apply their insights to a 
business context. Skilled communicators, they are effective 
in sharing their knowledge with non-specialists. 

Agnes Chang, MFRM ‘17
Investment Associate,  
Alternative Investments, Capital Markets
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board   

Previous Education
Master of Science, University of Chicago

“The Risk Management Project was an unforgettable 
experience. It gave me a chance to learn directly 
from industry professionals and to develop my own 
solution to a real-world research challenge.”

Jie (Jacky) Chen, MFRM ‘17
Investment Risk Analyst,
OP Trust          

Previous Education
Financial Economics and Statistics
University of Toronto

“Rotman faculty are very approachable 
when it comes to questions about your 
studies or your career. They have a 
talent for simplifying complex ideas 
and making them easy to understand.”

Sheikh Sadik, MFRM ‘17
Senior Consultant,  
Financial Services Risk Management
Ernst & Young LLP (Canada)

Previous Education
Bachelor’s Degree, Finance & Economics
Saint Mary’s University

“The GRI Speaker Series and the Advisory Board 
provided a terrific opportunity to network with 
professionals and leaders in the industry.”

Ava Athari, MFRM ‘17
Senior Tax Staff, International Tax Services - Transfer Pricing,
Ernst & Young LLP (Canada)

Previous Education
BA (Econ) Accounting and Finance
University of Manchester

“I was fortunate enough to land my job right after finishing 
the Rotman Risk Management project. One of my first 
projects was similar to an assignment I had completed in the 
MFRM program. It is just one example of how MFRM keeps 
you relevant to what goes on in the real world.”

READ MORE ABOUT 
OUR MFRM STUDENTS

uoft.me/MFRMstudents
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A Powerful
Network
At Canada’s top business school, you will learn from the world’s 
leading business thinkers and develop a lifelong network of 
peers that will help you succeed long after graduation.

John 
Hull
Co-Director, Master of Financial Risk 
Management

Maple Financial Group Chair in Derivatives 
and Risk Management

Professor of Finance

PhD, Cranfield University

“When you look at the world’s great 
business schools, they have one thing 
in common. They have a big impact on 
the business and industry. Think of the 
ties between Stanford and Silicon Valley, 
or Harvard and the strategy-consulting 
firms in Boston. Rotman has a profound 
and positive impact on the finance 
industry of Toronto.
 
It’s no coincidence that the Rotman 
School is ranked the top business school 
in Canada and that we are consistently 
ranked in the top 10 in teaching finance 
in the world by the Financial Times.”

Susan 
Christoffersen
Vice-Dean, Undergraduate and 
Specialized Programs

Professor of Finance

PhD, Wharton, University of Pennsylvania

“We develop graduates who are 
ready to make an immediate impact 
in the workplace. They learn the 
relevant theory underpinning risk 
management and how to translate that 
knowledge into business situations. 
The application of knowledge and the 
ability to communicate effectively with 
colleagues is key.
 
The Risk Management Projects 
provide students with a great way 
to demonstrate these skills. Rotman’s 
strong connections with industry 
through the Dean, Tiff Macklem 
(former Senior Deputy Governor at  
the Bank of Canada), the MFRM 
Advisory Board and our faculty enable 
us to secure exciting projects. These 
real-world experiences play a major 
part in students securing employment 
upon graduation.”

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
MFRM FACULTY
uoft.me/MFRMfaculty

Peter  
Christoffersen
Co-Director, Master of Financial 
Risk Management

TMX Chair in Capital Markets

Professor of Finance

Bank of Canada Fellow

PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Author of Elements of Financial 
Risk Management

Tony  
Peccia
Executive in Residence

Managing Director and Chief 
Risk Officer for Citibank 
Canada

Responsible for managing 
credit, market liquidity, 
operational and pension fund 
risk, and implementing all 
related regulatory requirements.

Redouane 
Elkamhi
Assistant Professor of Finance

PhD, McGill University

Research focuses on theoretical 
and empirical asset pricing with 
special interests in credit and 
option markets.

Tom 
McCurdy
Bonham Chair in International 
Finance

Professor of Finance

PhD, University of London (LSE)

Co-developer of the RIT  
market simulator.

Research focuses on risk 
management, quantitative  
and computational finance.

Peter  
Dungan
Adjunct Associate Professor of 
Economic Analysis and Policy

PhD, Princeton

Research focuses on 
computer simulation models 
of the Canadian and Ontario 
economies, and the use of these 
models for economic policy 
analysis and forecasting.

Bing  
Han
Professor of Finance

PhD, University of Chicago  
and UCLA

Research focuses on Behavioural 
Finance, Investments, and Asset 
Pricing.

Alan  
White
Peter L. Mitchelson/
SIT Investment Associates 
Foundation Chair in Investment 
Strategy

Professor of Finance

PhD, University of Toronto
 
Research focuses on the over-
the-counter derivatives market.

Heather-Anne 
Irwin
Academic Director, Master of 
Financial Risk Management

Adjunct Professor of Finance

MBA, York University

Capital markets veteran with 
expertise in investment banking, 
new issue equity and fixed 
income. Founding President of 
Women in Capital Markets.
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5 Courses 

• Market Risk
• Operational Risk
• Regulation of Financial Institutions
• Financial Markets, Risk and 

Institutions
• Probabilistic Modelling for Risk-

Informed Decisions

The topics for these unique projects 
are provided by industry sponsors and 
members of our MFRM Advisory Board. 

Students work in industry*, while faculty 
mentors provide oversight and ensure 
that students receive the guidance they 
need throughout a two-month period.

5 Courses 

• Credit Risk
• Derivative Models for Risk 

Management
• Advanced Investments
• Risk Management for Pension Funds 

& Insurance Companies
• Macroeconomics for Financial Risk 

Management Professionals

Convocation (June)

Accelerate  
Your Career
Offered over eight months, the MFRM program is designed to prepare 
ambitious recent graduates and young professionals for careers in risk 
management and trading. All courses are developed with practitioner input.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

FALL
ACADEMIC 
SESSION
10 WEEKS
September to November

RISK
MANAGEMENT
PROJECT

December to January

SPRING
ACADEMIC 
SESSION
10 WEEKS
February to April

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
THE MFRM PROGRAM

uoft.me/MFRM

*The following organizations supported Risk Management  
Projects in 2016/17, both in Canada and internationally:

•  OptimalMRM
•  OSFI
•  Overbond
•  Razor Risk
•  Royal Bank of Canada
• Scotiabank

•  Bank of Canada
•  Bank of Montreal
•  Canada Pension Plan Investment Board
•  CIBC 
•  Manulife
•  National Bank

Career Services for MFRM 
Career Services is here to support you with a 
toolkit of customized resources designed to help 
launch your career in financial risk management. 
We provide students with career development 
services throughout the year, including: 
individual coaching appointments, 24/7 online 
resources, professional development workshops, 
and industry-specific speaker events.

First-in-class career support includes  
the following highlights: 

• Exclusive MFRM networking events  
throughout the year

• Workshops designed to enhance your 
professional communication skills

• Technical interview preparation 
• Mock interviews with industry professionals

Our
Numbers

ROTMAN SCHOOL & UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO RANKINGS

CLASS OF 2017 (Started 2016)

TOTAL 
STUDENTS44 AVG. AGE

Range  23-4324
50% 50%

AVG. YEARS
WORK EXPERIENCE 
Range  1-32

BUSINESS SCHOOL
IN CANADA FOR  
THE PAST 11 YEARS*1# IN THE WORLD 

FOR  FACULTY 
RESEARCH*3# IN THE WORLD FOR  

TEACHING FINANCE*7#

UNIVERSITY
IN CANADA**1# # UNIVERSITY

IN THE WORLD**22

AVG. 
UNDERGRAD GPA3.6

50%
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

50%
DOMESTIC STUDENTS

The MFRM is an intensive full-time, eight-month program that 
prepares you for in-demand careers in risk management and 
trading. The strength of the Rotman brand and the School’s close 
ties to industry will position you for lifelong success.

Over 1/3 of the class 
is working towards a 
professional designation  
such as CFA or FRM

* Financial Times  
Global MBA Ranking, 2017

** Times Higher Education  
World Reputation Rankings, 2017   
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Getting In and
Getting Started

Admissions Criteria

• Undergraduate degree: Minimum  
B average across courses in the 
final year. Most students admitted 
will have a higher GPA 

• Quantitative proficiency: Evidence 
of a high level of proficiency 
in quantitative subjects such as 
calculus, linear algebra, statistics 
and econometrics  

• Prerequisite courses*: Financial 
Methods, Financial Accounting, 
Investments, Futures and Options 

• Two academic references 

*If you have not completed courses 
in these areas as part of your 
undergraduate degree, you can obtain 
conditional acceptance to the program 
by completing our pre-qualifying exams.  
 
Contact us for further details. 

Application Deadlines

First round application deadline: 
November 30, 2017
First round documents deadline: 
December 15, 2017

Second round application deadline: 
February 1, 2018
Second round documents deadline: 
February 15, 2018

Tip: The earlier you apply, the greater 
your chance for an entrance award.

Next Steps

Even if you aren’t yet ready to apply, 
create your online profile with us so 
you can stay informed and easily 
register for our upcoming admissions 
events.

Create your profile
getstarted.rotman.utoronto.ca

Rotman School of Management
University of Toronto
105 St. George Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 3E6

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE

To meet one-on-one with our admissions team  
or if you have questions, we invite you to contact us:

Email: MFRM@rotman.utoronto.ca 
Blog: inside.rotman.utoronto.ca/risk

www.rotman.utoronto.ca/MFRM

TUITION FEES

Fees applicable to students entering the program in 2017.

Please note that all fees are set annually and are subject to change.

* Costs do not include university incidental fees or compulsory ancillary fees.

Canadian Citizens  
& Landed Immigrants

$ 43,200*

International 
Students

$ 60,375*

WHAT WE LOOK FOR

Academic
Achievement + + +Strong

Quantitative 
Skills

People
Skills

Interest  
in Risk 

Management

AWARDS + FINANCING

• In addition, one GRI Women in 
Risk Management Entrance Award 
of $10,000  

•  Rotman subsidizes the interest  
on student loans while you study 
(Up to Canada’s prime lending rate)

GRI entrance awards of

Available to MFRM applicants

TO$2,500
$15,000
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www.rotman.utoronto.ca


